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those who viewed military families as representatives of their nation believed that they could project a friendlier more humane side of the united states campaign for
dominance in the cold war and were essential to the ideological battle against communism in this untold story of cold war diplomacy donna alvah describes how
these unofficial ambassadors cultivated relationships with both local people and military families in private homes churches schools women s clubs shops and other
places book jacket this book examines roles of gender race and nation in the geopolitics of cold war east asia on the island of okinawa taking american mobilization in
wwii as its departure point this book offers a concise but comprehensive introduction to the history of militarization in the united states since 1940 exploring the
ways in which war and the preparation for war have shaped and affected the united states during the american century fitzgerald demonstrates how militarization
has moulded relations between the us and the rest of the world providing a timely synthesis of key scholarship in a rapidly developing field this book shows how
national security concerns have affected issues as diverse as the development of the welfare state infrastructure spending gender relations and notions of citizenship
it also examines the way in which war is treated in the american imagination how it has been depicted throughout this era why its consequences have been made largely
invisible and how americans have often considered themselves to be reluctant warriors in integrating domestic histories with international and transnational topics
such as the american empire of bases and the experience of american service personnel overseas the author outlines the ways in which american militarization had and
still has global consequences of interest to scholars researchers and students of military history war studies us foreign relations and policy this book addresses
a burgeoning and dynamic field from which parallels and comparisons can be drawn for the modern day growing up america brings together new scholarship that
considers the role of children and teenagers in shaping american political life during the decades following the second world war growing up america places young
people and their representations at the center of key political trends illuminating the dynamic and complex roles played by youth in the midcentury rights revolutions
in constructing and challenging cultural norms and in navigating the vicissitudes of american foreign policy and diplomatic relations the authors featured here
reveal how young people have served as both political actors and subjects from the early cold war through the late twentieth century age of fracture at the same
time growing up america contends that the politics of childhood and youth extends far beyond organized activism and the ballot box by unveiling how science fairs
breakfast nooks boy scout meetings home economics classrooms and correspondence functioned as political spaces this anthology encourages a reassessment of the
scope and nature of modern politics itself a collection of essays exploring the world wide u s military base system and its interplay with social relations of gender
and sexuality in the u s and foreign host nations americans have long considered themselves a people set apart but american exceptionalism is built on a set of tacit
beliefs about other cultures from the founding exclusion of indigenous peoples and enslaved africans to the uneasy welcome of waves of immigrants from republican
disavowals of colonialism to cold war proclamations of freedom americans ideas of their differences from others have shaped the modern world and how americans
have viewed foreigners is deeply revealing of their assumptions about themselves just like us is a pathbreaking exploration of what foreignness has meant across
american history thomas borstelmann traces american ambivalence about non americans identifying a paradoxical perception of foreigners as suspiciously different
yet fundamentally sharing american values beneath the layers of culture considering race and religion notions of the american way of life attitudes toward
immigrants competition with communism americans abroad and the subversive power of american culture he offers a surprisingly optimistic account of the acceptance
of difference borstelmann contends that increasing contact with peoples around the globe during the cold war encouraged mainstream society to grow steadily more
inclusive in a time of resurgent nativism and xenophobia just like us provides a reflective urgent examination of how americans have conceived of foreignness and their
own exceptionalism throughout the nation s history fighter pilot s daughter growing up in the sixties and the cold war details author and professor mary lawlor s
unconventional upbringing in cold war america memories of her early life as the daughter of a marine corps and then army father reveal the personal costs of tensions
that once gripped the entire world and illustrate the ways in which bold foreign policy decisions shaped an entire generation of americans defining not just the ways
they were raised but who they would ultimately become as a kid on the move she was constantly in search of something to hold on to a longing that led her toward
rebellion to college in paris and to the kind of self discovery only possible in the late 1960s a personal narrative braided with scholarly retrospective reflections
as to what that narrative means my cold war zooms in on a little girl with a childhood full of instability frustration and unanswered questions such that her
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struggles in growth her struggles her yearnings and eventual successes exemplify those of her entire generation from california to georgia to germany lawlor s
family was stationed in parts of the world that few are able to experience at so young an age but being a child of military parents has never been easy she neatly
outlines the unique challenges an upbringing without roots presents someone struggling to come to terms with a world at war and a home in constant turnover and
turmoil this book is for anyone seeking a finer awareness of the tolls that war takes not just on a nation but on that nation s sons and daughters in whose hearts
and minds deeper battles continue to rage long after the soldiers have come home these fifteen essays offer a comprehensive look at the role of american military
forces in germany since world war two in 1961 the u s government established the first formalized provisions for intercountry adoption just as it was expanding
america s involvement with vietnam adoption became an increasingly important portal of entry into american society for vietnamese and amerasian children raising
questions about the united states obligations to refugees and the nature of the family during an era of heightened anxiety about u s global interventions whether
adopting or favoring the migration of multiracial individuals americans believed their norms and material comforts would salve the wounds of a divisive war
however vietnamese migrants challenged these efforts of reconciliation as allison varzally details in this book a desire to redeem defeat in vietnam faith in the
nuclear family and commitment to capitalism guided american efforts on behalf of vietnamese youths by tracing the stories of vietnamese migrants however varzally
reveals that while many had accepted separations as a painful strategy for survival in the midst of war most sought and some eventually found reunion with their
kin this book makes clear the role of adult adoptees in vietnamese and american debates about the forms privileges and duties of families and places vietnamese children
at the center of american and vietnamese efforts to assign responsibility and find peace in the aftermath of conflict debates over the u s global defense posture are
not new as policymakers today evaluate the u s forward military presence it is important that they understand how and why the u s global posture has changed in
the past today s posture is under increasing pressure from a number of sources including budgetary constraints precision guided weapons that reduce the
survivability of forward bases and host nation opposition to a u s military presence this monograph aims to describe the evolution of the u s global defense posture
from 1783 to the present and to explain how the united states has grown from a relatively weak and insular regional power that was primarily concerned with
territorial defense into the preeminent global power with an expansive system of overseas bases and forward deployed forces that enable it to conduct expeditionary
operations around the globe this historical overview has important implications for current policy and future efforts to develop an american military strategy in
particular the scope size and type of military presence overseas as new and unpredictable threats emerge alliance relationships are revised and resources decline past
efforts at dealing with similar problems yield important lessons for future decisions the author draws recommendations out of these lessons that touch on the
importance of strategic planning the need to think globally the desirability of a lighter more agile footprint overseas and more the american military s public
international strategy of communist containment systematic weapons build ups and military occupations across the globe depended heavily on its internal and often
less visible strategy of controlling the lives and intimate relationships of its members from 1950 to 2000 the military justice system under the newly instituted
uniform code of military justice waged a legal assault against all forms of sexual deviance that supposedly threatened the moral fiber of the military community
and the nation prosecution rates for crimes of sexual deviance more than quintupled in the last quarter of the twentieth century drawing on hundreds of court
martial transcripts published by the judge advocate general of the armed forces policing sex and marriage in the american military explores the untold story of how
the american military justice system policed the marital and sexual relationships of the service community in an effort to normalize heterosexual monogamous
marriage as the linchpin of the military s social order almost wholly overlooked by military social and legal historians these court transcripts and the stories
they tell illustrate how the courts construction and criminalization of sexual deviance during the second half of the twentieth century was part of the military s
ongoing articulation of gender ideology policing sex and marriage in the american military provides an unparalleled window into the historic criminalization of what
were considered sexually deviant and violent acts committed by u s military personnel around the world from 1950 to 2000 mischa honeck s our frontier is the
world is a provocative account of how the boy scouts echoed and enabled american global expansion in the twentieth century the boy scouts of america bsa has
long been a standard bearer for national identity the with a new foreward journalist seyward darby s masterfully reported and incisive nell irvin painter expos�
pulls back the curtain on modern racial and political extremism in america telling the eye opening and unforgettable ibram x kendi account of three women immersed in
the white nationalist movement after the election of donald j trump journalist seyward darby went looking for the women of the so called alt right really just
white nationalism with a new label the mainstream media depicted the alt right as a bastion of angry white men but was it as women headlined resistance to the trump
administration s bigotry and sexism most notably at the women s marches darby wanted to know why others were joining a movement espousing racism and anti
feminism who were these women and what did their activism reveal about america s past present and future darby researched dozens of women across the country
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before settling on three corinna olsen ayla stewart and lana lokteff each was born in 1979 and became a white nationalist in the post 9 11 era their respective
stories of radicalization upend much of what we assume about women politics and political extremism corinna a professional embalmer who was once a body builder
found community in white nationalism before it was the alt right while she was grieving the death of her brother and the end of hermarriage for corinna hate was more
than just personal animus it could also bring people together eventually she decided to leave the movement and served as an informant for the fbi ayla a devoutly
christian mother of six underwent a personal transformation from self professed feminist to far right online personality her identification with the burgeoning
tradwife movement reveals how white nationalism traffics in society s preferred retrograde ways of seeing women lana who runs a right wing media company with her
husband enjoys greater fame and notoriety than many of her sisters in hate her work disseminating and monetizing far right dogma is a testament to the power of
disinformation with acute psychological insight and eye opening reporting darby steps inside the contemporary hate movement and draws connections to precursors
like the ku klux klan far more than mere helpmeets women like corinna ayla and lana have been sustaining features of white nationalism sisters in hate shows how the
work women do to normalize and propagate racist extremism has consequences well beyond the hate movement military institutions have everywhere and always
shaped the course of history but women s near universal participation in them has largely gone unnoticed this volume addresses the changing relationships between
women and armed forces from antiquity to the present the eight chapters in part i present broad scholarly reviews of the existing literature to provide a clear
understanding of where we stand an extended picture essay documents visually women s military work since the sixteenth century the book s second part comprises
eight exemplary articles more narrowly focused than the survey articles but illustrating some of their major themes military history will benefit from
acknowledging women s participation as will women s history from recognizing military institutions as major factors in molding women s lives contributors include
jorit wintjes mary elizabeth ailes john a lynn barton c hacker kimberly jensen margaret vining d ann m campbell carol b stevens jan noel elizabeth prelinger donna alvah
karen hagemann yehudit kol inbar dorotea gucciardo and megan howatt and judith hicks stiehm covers the entire range of the history of u s foreign relations from the
colonial period to the beginning of the 21st century a companion to u s foreign relations is an authoritative guide to past and present scholarship on the history of
american diplomacy and foreign relations from its seventeenth century origins to the modern day this two volume reference work presents a collection of
historiographical essays by prominent scholars the essays explore three centuries of america s global interactions and the ways u s foreign policies have been
analyzed and interpreted over time scholars offer fresh perspectives on the history of u s foreign relations analyze the causes influences and consequences of major
foreign policy decisions and address contemporary debates surrounding the practice of american power the companion covers a wide variety of methodologies
integrating political military economic social and cultural history to explore the ideas and events that shaped u s diplomacy and foreign relations and continue to
influence national identity the essays discuss topics such as the links between u s foreign relations and the study of ideology race gender and religion native american
history expansion and imperialism industrialization and modernization domestic and international politics and the united states role in decolonization globalization
and the cold war a comprehensive approach to understanding the history influences and drivers of u s foreign relation this indispensable resource examines significant
foreign policy events and their subsequent interpretations places key figures and policies in their historical national and international contexts provides background
on recent and current debates in u s foreign policy explores the historiography and primary sources for each topic covers the development of diverse themes and
methodologies in histories of u s foreign policy offering scholars teachers and students unmatched chronological breadth and analytical depth a companion to u s
foreign relations colonial era to the present is an important contribution to scholarship on the history of america s interactions with the world a choice
outstanding academic title 2014 2014 winner of the american association for the history of nursing s mary m roberts award for exemplary historical research and
writing the routledge handbook on the global history of nursing brings together leading scholars and scholarship to capture the state of the art and science of
nursing history as a generation of researchers turn to the history of nursing with new paradigms and methodological tools inviting readers to consider new
understandings of the historical work and worth of nursing in a larger global context this ground breaking volume illuminates how research into the history of
nursing moves us away from a reductionist focus on diseases and treatments and towards more inclusive ideas about the experiences of illnesses on individuals
families communities voluntary organizations and states at the bedside and across the globe an extended introduction by the editors provides an overview and
analyzes the key themes involved in the transmission of ideas about the care of the sick organized into four parts and addressing nursing around the globe it covers
new directions in the history of nursing new methodological approaches the politics of nursing knowledge nursing and its relationship to social practice exploring
themes of people practice politics and places this cutting edge volume brings together the best of nursing history scholarship and is a vital reference for all
researchers in the field and is also relevant to those studying on nursing history and health policy courses drawing on more than 100 interviews vuic allows the
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nurses to tell their own captivating stories from their reasons for joining the military to the physical and emotional demands of a horrific war and postwar debates
about how to commemorate their service vuic also explores the gender issues that arose when a male dominated army actively recruited and employed the services of
5 000 women nurses in the midst of a growing feminist movement and a changing nursing profession women drawn to the army s patriotic promise faced disturbing
realities in the virtually all male hospitals of south vietnam men who joined the nurse corps ran headlong into the army s belief that women should nurse and men
should fight this volume presents substantially revised and new essays on methodology and approaches in foreign and international relations history on april 28
1946 a small group of american wives and children arrived at the port of bremerhaven west germany the first of thousands of military family members to make the
trans atlantic journey they were the basis of a network of military communities little americas that would spread across the postwar german landscape during a
45 year period which included some of the cold war s tensest moments their presence confirmed america s resolve to maintain western democracy in the face of the
soviet threat drawing on archival sources and personal narratives this book explores these enclaves of americanism from the u s government s perspective to the
grassroots view of those who made their homes in cold war europe these families faced many challenges in balancing their military missions with their daily lives
during a period of dynamic global change the author describes interaction in american communities that were sometimes separated sometimes connected with their
german neighbors as taps echoes across the cookie cutter housing areas of upstate new york s fort drum the wives turn on the evening news both hoping for and
dreading word of their husbands overseas it s a ritual played out on military bases across the nation as the waiting wives of karen houppert s extraordinary new
book endure a long lonely and difficult year with their husbands far from home houppert a prize winning journalist spent a year among these women joining them as they
had babies raised families ran cub scout troops coached soccer and went to funerals the waiting wives include lauren twenty six whose navy seal husband was
killed in afghanistan heidi peace activist and army wife whose life is a daily struggle with her conscience crystal a nineteen year old raising two babies on a
shoestring while her husband fights in the middle east tabitha who becomes the alleged victim of murderous domestic violence at the hands of her special operations
boyfriend and danette once an army brat and now a devoted air force wife who teaches raises two teens and fills her days with endless volunteer work houppert
shows that these women make some of the same sacrifices of their personal liberties as their husbands do and yet garner none of the respect accorded their spouses
today these military wives find themselves torn between an entrenched tradition that would keep them in a leave it to beaver family ideal and a modern social climate
suggesting that women are entitled to more a career of their own self determination and a true parenting partner meanwhile the military concocts family friendly
policies and spends millions on new programs designed to appease military wives and to maintain them as staunch supporters who will encourage their husbands
reenlistment the army likes to say that it recruits soldiers but retains families and indeed the future of the all volunteer force hinges on the success of this mission
though army brass speak glowingly of the army family team this team is often deeply divided over strategy and even goals a gritty behind the scenes look at the tour
of duty from the domestic front home fires burning provides a fascinating fresh look at an enormous american institution and the families that live in its shadow
contains approximately one hundred alphabetized cross referenced articles on the impact of war on american society between 1946 and 2004 and includes photos and
illustrations sidebars a chronology a glossary and twenty two primary source documents contains more than 140 essays that provide information about
weaponry tactics and models of warfare since ancient times and examine the way they have been expressed socially politically and artistically and includes research
tools time lines maps and illustrations designed to encourage critical thinking about history this book introduces students to both primary sources and analytical
essays on important topics in us history it contains primary documents secondary sources chapter introductions separate introductions to documents and essays in
every chapter bibliographies and documentation of sources some programs include also the programs of societies meeting concurrently with the association this
primary source edition provides 1 to 2 primary sources per chapter tied to the chapter s content with critical thinking questions for each source at no additional
cost to your students a condensed version of the american people seventh edition this engaging text examines u s history as revealed through the experiences of all
americans both ordinary and extraordinary with a thought provoking and rich presentation the authors explore the complex lives of americans of all national
origins and cultural backgrounds at all levels of society and in all regions of the country a vibrant four color design and compact size make this book accessible
convenient and easy to read
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Unofficial Ambassadors 2007-04-01 those who viewed military families as representatives of their nation believed that they could project a friendlier more humane
side of the united states campaign for dominance in the cold war and were essential to the ideological battle against communism in this untold story of cold war
diplomacy donna alvah describes how these unofficial ambassadors cultivated relationships with both local people and military families in private homes churches
schools women s clubs shops and other places book jacket
Cold War Encounters in US-Occupied Okinawa 2015-07-15 this book examines roles of gender race and nation in the geopolitics of cold war east asia on the island
of okinawa
Militarization and the American Century 2022-01-13 taking american mobilization in wwii as its departure point this book offers a concise but comprehensive
introduction to the history of militarization in the united states since 1940 exploring the ways in which war and the preparation for war have shaped and affected
the united states during the american century fitzgerald demonstrates how militarization has moulded relations between the us and the rest of the world providing a
timely synthesis of key scholarship in a rapidly developing field this book shows how national security concerns have affected issues as diverse as the development of
the welfare state infrastructure spending gender relations and notions of citizenship it also examines the way in which war is treated in the american imagination how
it has been depicted throughout this era why its consequences have been made largely invisible and how americans have often considered themselves to be reluctant
warriors in integrating domestic histories with international and transnational topics such as the american empire of bases and the experience of american service
personnel overseas the author outlines the ways in which american militarization had and still has global consequences of interest to scholars researchers and
students of military history war studies us foreign relations and policy this book addresses a burgeoning and dynamic field from which parallels and comparisons can
be drawn for the modern day
Growing Up America 2019 growing up america brings together new scholarship that considers the role of children and teenagers in shaping american political life
during the decades following the second world war growing up america places young people and their representations at the center of key political trends
illuminating the dynamic and complex roles played by youth in the midcentury rights revolutions in constructing and challenging cultural norms and in navigating the
vicissitudes of american foreign policy and diplomatic relations the authors featured here reveal how young people have served as both political actors and
subjects from the early cold war through the late twentieth century age of fracture at the same time growing up america contends that the politics of childhood
and youth extends far beyond organized activism and the ballot box by unveiling how science fairs breakfast nooks boy scout meetings home economics classrooms
and correspondence functioned as political spaces this anthology encourages a reassessment of the scope and nature of modern politics itself
Over There 2010-11-30 a collection of essays exploring the world wide u s military base system and its interplay with social relations of gender and sexuality in
the u s and foreign host nations
Just Like Us 2020-05-05 americans have long considered themselves a people set apart but american exceptionalism is built on a set of tacit beliefs about other
cultures from the founding exclusion of indigenous peoples and enslaved africans to the uneasy welcome of waves of immigrants from republican disavowals of
colonialism to cold war proclamations of freedom americans ideas of their differences from others have shaped the modern world and how americans have viewed
foreigners is deeply revealing of their assumptions about themselves just like us is a pathbreaking exploration of what foreignness has meant across american history
thomas borstelmann traces american ambivalence about non americans identifying a paradoxical perception of foreigners as suspiciously different yet fundamentally
sharing american values beneath the layers of culture considering race and religion notions of the american way of life attitudes toward immigrants competition with
communism americans abroad and the subversive power of american culture he offers a surprisingly optimistic account of the acceptance of difference borstelmann
contends that increasing contact with peoples around the globe during the cold war encouraged mainstream society to grow steadily more inclusive in a time of
resurgent nativism and xenophobia just like us provides a reflective urgent examination of how americans have conceived of foreignness and their own exceptionalism
throughout the nation s history
Fighter Pilot's Daughter 2013-08-22 fighter pilot s daughter growing up in the sixties and the cold war details author and professor mary lawlor s
unconventional upbringing in cold war america memories of her early life as the daughter of a marine corps and then army father reveal the personal costs of tensions
that once gripped the entire world and illustrate the ways in which bold foreign policy decisions shaped an entire generation of americans defining not just the ways
they were raised but who they would ultimately become as a kid on the move she was constantly in search of something to hold on to a longing that led her toward
rebellion to college in paris and to the kind of self discovery only possible in the late 1960s a personal narrative braided with scholarly retrospective reflections
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as to what that narrative means my cold war zooms in on a little girl with a childhood full of instability frustration and unanswered questions such that her
struggles in growth her struggles her yearnings and eventual successes exemplify those of her entire generation from california to georgia to germany lawlor s
family was stationed in parts of the world that few are able to experience at so young an age but being a child of military parents has never been easy she neatly
outlines the unique challenges an upbringing without roots presents someone struggling to come to terms with a world at war and a home in constant turnover and
turmoil this book is for anyone seeking a finer awareness of the tolls that war takes not just on a nation but on that nation s sons and daughters in whose hearts
and minds deeper battles continue to rage long after the soldiers have come home
GIs in Germany 2013-09-02 these fifteen essays offer a comprehensive look at the role of american military forces in germany since world war two
Children of Reunion 2017-02-01 in 1961 the u s government established the first formalized provisions for intercountry adoption just as it was expanding america s
involvement with vietnam adoption became an increasingly important portal of entry into american society for vietnamese and amerasian children raising questions
about the united states obligations to refugees and the nature of the family during an era of heightened anxiety about u s global interventions whether adopting or
favoring the migration of multiracial individuals americans believed their norms and material comforts would salve the wounds of a divisive war however vietnamese
migrants challenged these efforts of reconciliation as allison varzally details in this book a desire to redeem defeat in vietnam faith in the nuclear family and
commitment to capitalism guided american efforts on behalf of vietnamese youths by tracing the stories of vietnamese migrants however varzally reveals that while
many had accepted separations as a painful strategy for survival in the midst of war most sought and some eventually found reunion with their kin this book makes
clear the role of adult adoptees in vietnamese and american debates about the forms privileges and duties of families and places vietnamese children at the center of
american and vietnamese efforts to assign responsibility and find peace in the aftermath of conflict
U. S. Global Defense Posture, 1783-2011 2012-12-19 debates over the u s global defense posture are not new as policymakers today evaluate the u s forward
military presence it is important that they understand how and why the u s global posture has changed in the past today s posture is under increasing pressure from
a number of sources including budgetary constraints precision guided weapons that reduce the survivability of forward bases and host nation opposition to a u s
military presence this monograph aims to describe the evolution of the u s global defense posture from 1783 to the present and to explain how the united states has
grown from a relatively weak and insular regional power that was primarily concerned with territorial defense into the preeminent global power with an expansive
system of overseas bases and forward deployed forces that enable it to conduct expeditionary operations around the globe this historical overview has important
implications for current policy and future efforts to develop an american military strategy in particular the scope size and type of military presence overseas as new
and unpredictable threats emerge alliance relationships are revised and resources decline past efforts at dealing with similar problems yield important lessons for
future decisions the author draws recommendations out of these lessons that touch on the importance of strategic planning the need to think globally the
desirability of a lighter more agile footprint overseas and more
Policing Sex and Marriage in the American Military 2018-11 the american military s public international strategy of communist containment systematic weapons
build ups and military occupations across the globe depended heavily on its internal and often less visible strategy of controlling the lives and intimate
relationships of its members from 1950 to 2000 the military justice system under the newly instituted uniform code of military justice waged a legal assault
against all forms of sexual deviance that supposedly threatened the moral fiber of the military community and the nation prosecution rates for crimes of sexual
deviance more than quintupled in the last quarter of the twentieth century drawing on hundreds of court martial transcripts published by the judge advocate
general of the armed forces policing sex and marriage in the american military explores the untold story of how the american military justice system policed the
marital and sexual relationships of the service community in an effort to normalize heterosexual monogamous marriage as the linchpin of the military s social order
almost wholly overlooked by military social and legal historians these court transcripts and the stories they tell illustrate how the courts construction and
criminalization of sexual deviance during the second half of the twentieth century was part of the military s ongoing articulation of gender ideology policing sex and
marriage in the american military provides an unparalleled window into the historic criminalization of what were considered sexually deviant and violent acts
committed by u s military personnel around the world from 1950 to 2000
Our Frontier Is the World 2018-05-15 mischa honeck s our frontier is the world is a provocative account of how the boy scouts echoed and enabled american
global expansion in the twentieth century the boy scouts of america bsa has long been a standard bearer for national identity the
Sisters in Hate 2020-07-21 with a new foreward journalist seyward darby s masterfully reported and incisive nell irvin painter expos� pulls back the curtain on
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modern racial and political extremism in america telling the eye opening and unforgettable ibram x kendi account of three women immersed in the white nationalist
movement after the election of donald j trump journalist seyward darby went looking for the women of the so called alt right really just white nationalism with a
new label the mainstream media depicted the alt right as a bastion of angry white men but was it as women headlined resistance to the trump administration s bigotry
and sexism most notably at the women s marches darby wanted to know why others were joining a movement espousing racism and anti feminism who were these women
and what did their activism reveal about america s past present and future darby researched dozens of women across the country before settling on three corinna
olsen ayla stewart and lana lokteff each was born in 1979 and became a white nationalist in the post 9 11 era their respective stories of radicalization upend much
of what we assume about women politics and political extremism corinna a professional embalmer who was once a body builder found community in white nationalism
before it was the alt right while she was grieving the death of her brother and the end of hermarriage for corinna hate was more than just personal animus it could
also bring people together eventually she decided to leave the movement and served as an informant for the fbi ayla a devoutly christian mother of six underwent a
personal transformation from self professed feminist to far right online personality her identification with the burgeoning tradwife movement reveals how white
nationalism traffics in society s preferred retrograde ways of seeing women lana who runs a right wing media company with her husband enjoys greater fame and
notoriety than many of her sisters in hate her work disseminating and monetizing far right dogma is a testament to the power of disinformation with acute
psychological insight and eye opening reporting darby steps inside the contemporary hate movement and draws connections to precursors like the ku klux klan far
more than mere helpmeets women like corinna ayla and lana have been sustaining features of white nationalism sisters in hate shows how the work women do to
normalize and propagate racist extremism has consequences well beyond the hate movement
A Companion to Women's Military History 2012-08-17 military institutions have everywhere and always shaped the course of history but women s near universal
participation in them has largely gone unnoticed this volume addresses the changing relationships between women and armed forces from antiquity to the present the
eight chapters in part i present broad scholarly reviews of the existing literature to provide a clear understanding of where we stand an extended picture essay
documents visually women s military work since the sixteenth century the book s second part comprises eight exemplary articles more narrowly focused than the
survey articles but illustrating some of their major themes military history will benefit from acknowledging women s participation as will women s history from
recognizing military institutions as major factors in molding women s lives contributors include jorit wintjes mary elizabeth ailes john a lynn barton c hacker kimberly
jensen margaret vining d ann m campbell carol b stevens jan noel elizabeth prelinger donna alvah karen hagemann yehudit kol inbar dorotea gucciardo and megan
howatt and judith hicks stiehm
A Companion to U.S. Foreign Relations 2020-03-04 covers the entire range of the history of u s foreign relations from the colonial period to the beginning of the
21st century a companion to u s foreign relations is an authoritative guide to past and present scholarship on the history of american diplomacy and foreign
relations from its seventeenth century origins to the modern day this two volume reference work presents a collection of historiographical essays by prominent
scholars the essays explore three centuries of america s global interactions and the ways u s foreign policies have been analyzed and interpreted over time scholars
offer fresh perspectives on the history of u s foreign relations analyze the causes influences and consequences of major foreign policy decisions and address
contemporary debates surrounding the practice of american power the companion covers a wide variety of methodologies integrating political military economic
social and cultural history to explore the ideas and events that shaped u s diplomacy and foreign relations and continue to influence national identity the essays
discuss topics such as the links between u s foreign relations and the study of ideology race gender and religion native american history expansion and imperialism
industrialization and modernization domestic and international politics and the united states role in decolonization globalization and the cold war a comprehensive
approach to understanding the history influences and drivers of u s foreign relation this indispensable resource examines significant foreign policy events and their
subsequent interpretations places key figures and policies in their historical national and international contexts provides background on recent and current debates
in u s foreign policy explores the historiography and primary sources for each topic covers the development of diverse themes and methodologies in histories of u s
foreign policy offering scholars teachers and students unmatched chronological breadth and analytical depth a companion to u s foreign relations colonial era to
the present is an important contribution to scholarship on the history of america s interactions with the world
Routledge Handbook on the Global History of Nursing NIP 2013-06-19 a choice outstanding academic title 2014 2014 winner of the american association for the
history of nursing s mary m roberts award for exemplary historical research and writing the routledge handbook on the global history of nursing brings together
leading scholars and scholarship to capture the state of the art and science of nursing history as a generation of researchers turn to the history of nursing with
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new paradigms and methodological tools inviting readers to consider new understandings of the historical work and worth of nursing in a larger global context
this ground breaking volume illuminates how research into the history of nursing moves us away from a reductionist focus on diseases and treatments and towards
more inclusive ideas about the experiences of illnesses on individuals families communities voluntary organizations and states at the bedside and across the globe an
extended introduction by the editors provides an overview and analyzes the key themes involved in the transmission of ideas about the care of the sick organized into
four parts and addressing nursing around the globe it covers new directions in the history of nursing new methodological approaches the politics of nursing
knowledge nursing and its relationship to social practice exploring themes of people practice politics and places this cutting edge volume brings together the best of
nursing history scholarship and is a vital reference for all researchers in the field and is also relevant to those studying on nursing history and health policy
courses
Officer, Nurse, Woman 2010 drawing on more than 100 interviews vuic allows the nurses to tell their own captivating stories from their reasons for joining the
military to the physical and emotional demands of a horrific war and postwar debates about how to commemorate their service vuic also explores the gender issues
that arose when a male dominated army actively recruited and employed the services of 5 000 women nurses in the midst of a growing feminist movement and a
changing nursing profession women drawn to the army s patriotic promise faced disturbing realities in the virtually all male hospitals of south vietnam men who
joined the nurse corps ran headlong into the army s belief that women should nurse and men should fight
Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations 2016-03-09 this volume presents substantially revised and new essays on methodology and approaches in
foreign and international relations history
The Register of the Kentucky Historical Society 2007 on april 28 1946 a small group of american wives and children arrived at the port of bremerhaven west
germany the first of thousands of military family members to make the trans atlantic journey they were the basis of a network of military communities little americas
that would spread across the postwar german landscape during a 45 year period which included some of the cold war s tensest moments their presence confirmed
america s resolve to maintain western democracy in the face of the soviet threat drawing on archival sources and personal narratives this book explores these
enclaves of americanism from the u s government s perspective to the grassroots view of those who made their homes in cold war europe these families faced many
challenges in balancing their military missions with their daily lives during a period of dynamic global change the author describes interaction in american communities
that were sometimes separated sometimes connected with their german neighbors
The Phonograph and Its Inventor, Thomas Alvah Edison 1878 as taps echoes across the cookie cutter housing areas of upstate new york s fort drum the wives turn
on the evening news both hoping for and dreading word of their husbands overseas it s a ritual played out on military bases across the nation as the waiting wives
of karen houppert s extraordinary new book endure a long lonely and difficult year with their husbands far from home houppert a prize winning journalist spent a year
among these women joining them as they had babies raised families ran cub scout troops coached soccer and went to funerals the waiting wives include lauren twenty
six whose navy seal husband was killed in afghanistan heidi peace activist and army wife whose life is a daily struggle with her conscience crystal a nineteen year old
raising two babies on a shoestring while her husband fights in the middle east tabitha who becomes the alleged victim of murderous domestic violence at the hands of
her special operations boyfriend and danette once an army brat and now a devoted air force wife who teaches raises two teens and fills her days with endless
volunteer work houppert shows that these women make some of the same sacrifices of their personal liberties as their husbands do and yet garner none of the respect
accorded their spouses today these military wives find themselves torn between an entrenched tradition that would keep them in a leave it to beaver family ideal and
a modern social climate suggesting that women are entitled to more a career of their own self determination and a true parenting partner meanwhile the military
concocts family friendly policies and spends millions on new programs designed to appease military wives and to maintain them as staunch supporters who will
encourage their husbands reenlistment the army likes to say that it recruits soldiers but retains families and indeed the future of the all volunteer force hinges on the
success of this mission though army brass speak glowingly of the army family team this team is often deeply divided over strategy and even goals a gritty behind the
scenes look at the tour of duty from the domestic front home fires burning provides a fascinating fresh look at an enormous american institution and the families that
live in its shadow
American Military Communities in West Germany 2016-05-16 contains approximately one hundred alphabetized cross referenced articles on the impact of war on
american society between 1946 and 2004 and includes photos and illustrations sidebars a chronology a glossary and twenty two primary source documents
Feminist Periodicals 2000 contains more than 140 essays that provide information about weaponry tactics and models of warfare since ancient times and examine
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the way they have been expressed socially politically and artistically and includes research tools time lines maps and illustrations
Home Fires Burning 2007-12-18 designed to encourage critical thinking about history this book introduces students to both primary sources and analytical essays
on important topics in us history it contains primary documents secondary sources chapter introductions separate introductions to documents and essays in every
chapter bibliographies and documentation of sources
G.K. Hall Women's Studies Index 2000 some programs include also the programs of societies meeting concurrently with the association
Women's Studies Index, 2000 2001-08 this primary source edition provides 1 to 2 primary sources per chapter tied to the chapter s content with critical thinking
questions for each source at no additional cost to your students a condensed version of the american people seventh edition this engaging text examines u s history
as revealed through the experiences of all americans both ordinary and extraordinary with a thought provoking and rich presentation the authors explore the
complex lives of americans of all national origins and cultural backgrounds at all levels of society and in all regions of the country a vibrant four color design
and compact size make this book accessible convenient and easy to read
The Register of the Kentucky Historical Society. CANCELLED SA747 4-6-2017 2002
Americans at War 2005
Anarchism and the Political Culture of Imperial Germany, 1870-1914 2003
Minerva 1999
Marriages of St. John the Baptist (1877-1978) and of St. Charles Borromeo (1930-1980), Brunswick, Me 1981
Bulletin 2000
Program of the ... Annual Meeting 2008
Weapons & Warfare: Ancient and medieval weapons and warfare (to c. 1500) 2010
Major Problems in American History: Since 1865 2006
Working for Wages in Early Republic Baltimore 1999
Journal of Women's History 2005
Program of the ... Annual Meeting of the American Historical Association 2008
Program of the ... Annual Meeting 2005
OAH Annual Meeting 2008
The American People, Brief EDITION 2006-09
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